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Statement of the problem . It Is the purpose of this
study (1) to determine to what extent fifth grade history
textbooks provide for purely verbal activities and for other
activities; (2) to make a comparison between the kinds of
activities
.
Importance of the study . A survey of the pedagogical
writings of the last one hundred years has shown the dominant
influence of the textbook in instruction. Because it seems
inevitable that much of the teaching in the social studies
will be based on the use of the book, it would seem desirable
to furnish teachers with textbooks which place much emphasis
on the activities which provide for the Interpretation or
presentation of facts. This study would be of interest to
administrators and teachers in their selection of textbooks
and to the textbook authors whose works are so widely used.
Need for the study . Recent educational investigations
have shown that there is still a prevalence of verbalism in
the social studies throughout the schools. Verbalism may be
defined as the mere retention and use of words without a




without a rich and meaningful background of concrete experi-
ence. Research has shown that memorization of words without
meaning has led to Incomplete, erroneous, or vague concepts.
"Totally to eliminate IndefInlteness Is Impossible;"
said Dewey, ^ **to reduce It In extent and In force requires
sincerity and vigor." Many educators have suggested that the
deficiency of verbalism can be reduced by requiring the pupils
to use their Ideas for some significant purpose. Various
activities In the field of social studies have supplemented
reading to give pupils Information and Ideas. For many years
psychologists and leaders In the field of education have advo-
cated that first-hand experience was more dynamic In learning
than the vicarious experience of reading. It would seem neces-
sary to Include a good balance of many types of activities in
history and geography textbooks in order to teach the pupils
to form accurate concepts and to Interpret and use the facts
which they learn. In this way the objectives of the social
studies may be more fully realized.
John Dewey, How We Think (Revised Edition; Boston:-
D. C. Heath Company, 1933), p. 160.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The writer found little recent research having direct
relation to this study. In 1929, an investigation of the ex-
ercises in elementary history textbooks was reported.
Nudelman*^ attempted to examine a number of typical el-
ementary history textbooks to reveal the exact nature of the
exercises which were presented in them. After classifying
all the exercises in thirty types, it was found that approx-
imately 50 per cent of all exercises were of question-and-
answer type. About 16 per cent of all the exercises called
for facts, 14 per cent stressed the thought element, 15 per
cent were concerned with making history real, 25 per cent
called for independent activities, and 5 per cent were mis-
cellaneous in character. Among other conclusions the author
stated:
In devising pupil exercises, present-day textbook
writers are influenced by the recent tendencies in the
teaching of history to make the study concrete, to allow
the pupil ample opportunity for self-expression, and to
emphasize reasoning about history as well as acquisition
of facts .2
Edward A. Nudelman, "Pupil Exercises Used in El-





For many years the mere retention of words was em-
phasized. The printed page and the oral description frequent-
ly resulted In the pupil's Inability to apply Ideas. How-
ever, this study shows that before 1929 the authors of his-
tory textbooks were suggesting other activities which called
for the use of Ideas In making history real.
Many Investigations have shown the frequent failure of
pupils to apply their learning, due to lack of variety of
concrete experience to give meaning to the abstract. In a
study made by Buswell and John,^ It was found that children
had erroneous concepts of many arithmetical terms which are
commonly used In the social studies. An Investigation by
2Hart disclosed a lack of accurate geographical knowledge,
Meltzer^ revealed In his study that social concepts occurring
often In books and periodical literature are vaguely under-
stood.
G-, T. Buswell and Lenore John, The Vocabulary of
Arithmetic (Supplementary Educational Monographs, No. 38.
Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago, 1931), p. 42.
Isabelle K. Hart, " Classification of Common
Errors In Q-eography Made by Teachers and Pupils," Thirty-




3 Hyman Meltzer, Children's Social Concepts; A Study
of Their Nature and Development (Contributions to Education,
No. 192. New York: Teachers College, Columbia University,
1925), p. 89.

Scott and Myers reported evidences of verbalism In
an investigation to ascertain the degree of unfamiliarlty
with history and geography terms which pupils have. The
authors attempted to find out how many pupils could make
correct statements without having a reasonably correct idea
of the meaning of leading terms. Of the 475 pupils tested,
forty-one per cent could name two explorers, but could not
explain what an explorer was. Twenty-nine per cent of all
the pupils tested could name a man who signed the Declaration
of Independence, but did not have any idea of what a document
was. The writers concluded:
Children have very vague and Incorrect notions of
some of the terms frequently used by them in their
routine procedure. Apparently the child by routine
word mechanics can, without knowing very much, seem to
know a great deal; he may make a "perfect" recitation
without knowing what he is reciting about. A "correct"
answer is no proof that the child knows what he has
answered.^
In the light of these studies, it is evident that by
manipulating words, pupils talk glibly and answer questions
correctly even though the meanings of these words are only
vaguely understood. A wide variety of activities to encourage
the use of ideas would help to check the forming of Incorrect
Flora Scott and G-arry C. Myers, "Children's Empty
and Erroneous Concepts of the Commonplace," Journal of Edu-
cational Research 8: 327-34, November, 1923.
^ Ibid., p. 334.
#
6Ideas. These activities are widely advocated by leading psy-
chologists .
Many psychologists who have studied school children
believe that they come to school with numerous tendencies,
among which are the tendencies to activity, to perceive and
form concepts, to generalize, to suggestibility, to be curi-
ous, to be attentive to work, "to learn in the final sense
only by doing, only through first-hand experience, to make
contact with reality."^ The implication of these tendencies
suggests that there should be a wide experience with a variety
of materials to satisfy the needs of each child.
A summary of the findings of research workers as re-
gards instructional materials can be stated in the words of
educational psychologists and educators as follows:
What the child needs for effective growth is a rich,
varied, stimulating and significant environment. Science
and mathematics can have meaning for him at a very early
age, if they are properly medicated and convexed in a
medium of experience into which he can enter.
Activities other than reading must be provided if each
individual is to be stimulated to active participation in
the social studies. At present, too many of the pupils
are passive, due in part to the fact that they have not
acquired information basic to participation .5
^ H. H. Giles, "The Case of Rich Materials of Instruc-
tion," Progressive Education 19: 151-53, March, 1942.
James L. Mursell, Educational Psychology (New York:
Norton and Company, 1939), p. 146.
5 Dorothy K. Farthing, "Using Non-Verbal Instructional
Materials in the Social Studies," Fifteenth Yearbook of the
National Council for the Social Studies
, 1944, p. 87.

Critical thinking will develop not as a by-product of
teaching but only when activities are planned which have
as their definite purpose the accurate interpretation of
data, critical analysis of arguments, logical reasoning,
organization, comprehension, and the Jormulation and
application of sound generalizations.
Many educators also recognize the need for making con-
tact with reality through the stimulus of a variety of mean-
ingful experiences. In a reply to a questionnaire answered by
the twelve authors of the Twelfth Yearbook of the National
Council for the Social Studies ,^ it was found that seven made
an appeal for concrete experiences and the use of ideas which
would make the experiences meaningful. The responses to the
question concerning the factors which are serious barriers
to effective learning in the social studies made a grand total
of forty-five. Seven authors listed the tendency of teachers
and schools to emphasize the gaining of knowledge through
reading and verbal memorization instead of through concrete
experiencing. Five excerpts are listed below:
Not enough actual experiencing as a basis for new
imderstandlngs
.
School organization and methods that still make learn-
ing largely a matter of reading and verbalization to the
Lavone Hanna, "Providing for Individual Differences
in Teaching Critical Thinking," Fifteenth Yearbook of the
National Council for the Social Studies
, 19^, p. 87.
2
Guy Montrose Whipple (Editor), "The Activity Move-
ment," Thirty-Third Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education , Part II. Bloomington, Illinois:
Public School Publishing Company, 193^. 320 pp.
t
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neglect of social living In school and out.
Pushing of verbal abstractions too far ahead of con-
crete experiences.
Failure to relate Ideas and facts learned to experl*
ences which make them meaningful and significant to the
learners
.
Too exclusive an emphasis on words and books as the
sole tools for getting and expressing Ideas.
^
In the thirty responses to the question concerning
the most promising development In social studies teaching
In the last few years, there was one Idea which was found
in every reply. This was the Idea of experiential learning
based on children *s needs. Interests, and purposes.
One type of experiential learning Is the excursion
which Is an activity of educational value as reported by
2
Fraser. His Investigation was to measure certain possible
ouircomes of the 1938 Lincoln School Senior Class Study Excur-
sion and to examine some relationships among these outcomes,
in order to test^ the thesis that the study excursion Is one
valuable technique for Implementation of the general education-
al philosophy. Twenty boys and twenty-six girls participated
in the experiment. Outcomes were measured as growths, losses,
or changes by a series of "before" and "after" tests. Other
outcomes were evaluated through examination of student diaries,
teachers* anecdotal records, and the author's observations.
^ Whipple, 02» clt., pp. 46-47.
2 James A. Fraser, Outcomes of a Study Excursion,
New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1939, 84 pp.
fI
9After the evaluations were made the author came to these con-
elusions :
The study has provided some evidence that the study
excursion, an educational enterprise, Is capable of
producing outcomes which current educational theory Is
emphasizing as increasingly important. Information,
attitudes, opinions, generalization, application of
principles, appreciation, critical thinking, and adjust-
ment in personal relations have all been influenced by
the study excursion and in such a way that there was a .
maximum chance for enthusiasms and purposes to be kindled.
The importance of stimulating the pupil to acquire
knowledge through exercises other than the question-and-answer
type has been recognized by leading educators for some time.
The emphasis upon purposeful active learning in contrast with
pedantic instruction under teacher domination has been promi-
nent in recent times in the writings of many educational re-
formers .
Horn wrote that "No matter how docilely receptive the
student may be, he cannot be given ideas ready-made and, as
one writer has expressed it, "under seal"; he must build them
out of the materials of his experience."
(Justin and Hayes^ summarized the following outcomes
of an activity program from classroom observations, talks
with teachers, and talks with pupils. The outcomes which
Fraser, 0£. clt., p. ?9
.
2 Ernest Horn, Methods of Instruction in the Social
Studies, Boston: Charles Scribner'a SonR, lO'^i?, t^?"^ pp.
5 Margaret (Justin and Margaret Hayes, Activities In the
Public School, University of North Carolina Press, 10^4, 2on pp.

they listed are as follows:
1. The pupils acquire worth-while knowledge, habits,
attitudes, abilities, and appreciations.
2. Provision Is made for the Individual differences
of children.
3. The teacher grows In Interest, In professional
knowledge, and In ability to adjust herself and develop
along with the program.
4. The school acquires some valuable equipment.
5. Patrons develop Increased Interest In the school.
The values of the activity movement listed below were
cited by Tldyman.^
The primary value of activity Instruction Is social.
The class functions as a natural closely knit social
group; It sets up Its own purposes, makes Its own plans
of work, appoints committees, assigns duties, performs
assigned tasks, listens to reports, and judges the qual-
ity of the completed job.
A second value is found in the opportunities offered
to individuals to choose work suited to their peculiar
Interests and needs. A wisely conducted activity pro-
gram is the most effective form of individualized pro-
gram.
A third value is the provision for real learning.
A well-chosen activity provides a life situation; pupils
gain actual experience and training in the performing
of useful activities. At the same time practical train-
ing is received in the use of the psychological elements
of knowledge, attitudes, and skills that constitute all
acts of behavior. There is provision for real practice
and motivation of fundamental language and arithmetic
skills.'
Some teachers of the social studies put much emphasis
Gustin and Hayes, op. cit . , p. 235
«
p
W. F. Tidyman, Directing Learning Through Class
Management , New York: Farrar and Rinehart, 1937, 539 PP.
^ Ibid., pp. 444-45.
f
on the acquisition of facts. Wrlghtstone and Campbell re-
ported the results of a questionnaire which was answered by
nine hundred social studies teachers in Junior and Senior High
Schools. This questionnaire concerned the types of activities
which were considered the most Important and most commonly
used on all grade levels in the social studies. The activi-
ities which seemed most Important to the teachers who partici-
pated were:
(1) Reading to understand, (2) reading to locate
specific items of information, (3) participating in
group discussion, (4) listening to oral presentation
in the classroom, (5) reciting in class, and (6) giving
special reports or floor talks,
^
A summary by the authors pointed out that these teach-
ers emphasize the verbal aspects of the social studies and
fail to recognize the values of other activities.
Thus the activities reported by these teachers as
most important and most used are those which require
the gathering of information from sources such as text-
books, maps, graphs, and tables, and recitations, reports
and discussion in the classroom of the facts gathered. If
the practices of these classes is typical, the question
might well be raised as to whether they are placing too
much emphasis upon the printed word and too little on such
activities as group planning, excursions, listening to
the radio, listening to illustrated lectures, and taking
a part in drama and similar activities.
3
J. Wayne Wrlghtstone and Doah S. Campbell, Social
Studies and the American Way of Life , New York: Row, Peterson
and Company, 19^2, 292 pp.
2 Ibid., p. 64.
5 Ibid ., pp. 64-65.
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It has been suggested that a number of concrete ex-
periences Is necessary to give meaning to new facts. In the
Thirty^Third Yearbook of the National Society for the Study
of Education .^ several comments concerning acquiring informa-
tion through many activities were made by educational leaders.
R. H. Palmer, assistant superintendent of schools, Denver,
Colorado, claims that:
Up to the present time our experience with the activ-
ity program leads us to feel that we have never had any-
thing that tied up the child's school experience with
his experience out of school as the activity program
has done. Where the activity program has been well car-
ried on, all phases of the child's school life have been
enriched. The activity program has provided opportunity
for pupil cooperation within the group and among the
pupils and the other school and community groups, thus
providing understanding of human relationships ,2
The findings of research studies In regard to the
activity program may be summarized by data which was compiled
in a study to evaluate the Houston activity curriculum, and
which was reported by Oberholtzer .-^ Conclusions were made
on the basis of information from standardized test results,
dally records of teachers, written reactions of pupils and
teachers, results of Interest and attitude questionnaires,
and reports of special observers. The fact that no real
Thirty-Third Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education , Part II, Bloomlngton, Illinois:
Public School Publishing Company, 1934, 320 pp.
^ Ibid
., p. 143.
^ Ibid., pp. 136-42.
•
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limitations were found is worthy of consideration. The values
of the activity curriculum based on the Houston experiment,
presented in tentative form, are as follows:
1. It is possible through an activity curriculum to
maintain as high (or higher) standards of achievement in
the skill subjects as are maintained when these skills are
taught through traditionally organized subjects executed
by a fixed daily teaching schedule, . . .
2. Less time for formal drill is used in the curricu-
lum taught through activities. . . .
3. There is more time and greater opportunity for the
development of creative self-expression in an activity
curriculum. . . .
4. An activity curriculum permits greater teaching
freedom for real education. . . .
5. Pupils acquire more information through an activi-
ty curriculum. . . .
6. Pupils engaged in activities read more general
literature than do those following the more formal cur-
riculum. . . •
7. Following a curriculum that is based on activity
tends to improve the quality of teaching « . . .
These claims made by educational leaders are state-
2
ments which experiments have shown to be true. Bamesberger
reported the conclusions of an experiment in the social studies
made in twenty sixth grade classes in Oklahoma City as follows:
(1) Pupils taught by the activity-type course of
study did slightly better on achievement tests than
0£. clt., pp. 138-41.
2 Velda C. Bamesberger, Appraisal of a Social Studies
Course , New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1928,
91 pp.
I
pupils taught by the more formal textbook method of
Instruction; (2) desirable leisure reading habits were
stimulated by the activity-type course of study; (3) more
outside interests connected with the subject-matter of
social studies were developed in the new course of study;
(4) pupils taught by the new course of study did more
voluntary constructional work than pupils taught by the
older course of study.
^
p
Harap and Mapes made an investigation to discover the
extent to which the fundamentals of fractions are learned in
an arithmetic activity program. Much of the time ordinarily
devoted to drill and problem-solving was devoted to construc-
tion, manipulation and other activities. Although the experi-
ment was carried on in the field of arithmetic, it has Impli-
cations for all fields.
A conclusion reached by the writers was:
Finally, at least under the condition of good teaching,
an arithmetic activity program based on real situations
In school and social life Incorporating the basic arith-
metical steps in a grade may be undertaken with consider-
able assurance that these steps will be mastered. -5
It is interesting to note that in this experiment much
time was spent in applying the ideas and facts which were
learned. It would seem that if a greater gain through activi-
ties is made in the field of arithmetic that it would also be
true In the social studies.
Bamesberger, o£. clt
. , p. 63.
2 H. Harap and C. E. Mapes, "The Learning of Fundamen-
tals in an Arithmetic Program," Elementary School Journal 34:
515-25, March 1934.
Ibid ., p, 525
I
Crawford and Hale attempted to ascertain the gains or
losses made by two rooms on the activity basis. Two other
rooms acted as controls. Measurement was done by means of
standard tests, and progress was computed on the basis of
Initial and final tests In each of the subjects. Results of
this study show:
1. The school as a whole Improved decidedly during
the time the experiment was under way. . . .
2. The results under the activity program were en-
tirely comparable, on the whole, to tho!=ie under the for-
mal program, even In the skills and tool subjects that
were measured. . • •
3. The Irregularity of the profile of achievement In
different subjects Is as great under one program as the
other. . • •
4. The argument Is considerably stronger In favor
of the activity program than the figures In the tables
show, because of the Initial differences between the
groups as regards Intelligence and retardation. The
Intelligence advantage was with the groups that had the
formal program. These groups were also more seriously
retarded at the beginning and thus more free to galn.^
A survey conducted by the New York City school system
agrees with the Investigations which have been done on a smaller
scale. The writer has Included a review of this survey because
of the large amount of time spent In the activity classes on
social science, research and study techniques, dramatics, and
arts and crafts.
C. C. Crawford and V. L. Hale, "Results of an Actlvl-.
ty Program In a Small School," School and Society 41: 718-20,
May 25, 1935.
2 Ibid ., p. 720.




In 3«pt«ml)er, 1935, the largest curriculum experiment
ever undertaken was begun In the public elementary echoole of
New York City. The exnerlment was set up for a period of six
years. The Investigations were to evaluate the activity pro-
gram In the T?ew York City elementary schools. Research pro-
cedures were applied to activity schools and to paired control
schools which taught by the more traditional method. Pro-
gressive educational methods were Introduced Into sixty-
nine experimental schools which participated, with seventy-
five thousand pupils and 2,250 teachers taking part. The
sixty-nine schools In the experiment made up a 10 per cent
sampling of all the elementary schools, and were so distributed
as to be representative of the pedagogical, social, and ad-
ministrative problems of the schools. The average Intelligence
quotient was the same as the other elementary schools of the
city.
Within this sampling was a twelve-and-a-half per cent
sampling. Nine traditional control groups were compared with
nine experimental schools with comparable Intelligence, social
background, and other factors. Scores were recorded on cumu-
lative record cards every semester. Testing, scoring, record-
ing, and Interpreting were set up with scientific safeguards.
"Observers" trained in the techniques of observation and
weighted anecdotal recording studied about five hundred In
4I
the twelve-and-a-half per cent sampling. None of the nine
schools had any advantages in supervision, teachers, or equip-
ment.
New tests were administered to the pupils. These tests
covered (1) intellectual factors; including such phases as
working skills in obtaining facts, interpretation of facts,
and applying facts to new situations in the social studies,
and achievement in knowledge of current events: (2) dynamic
factors, attitudes, beliefs, and opinions.
McCall, Herring, and Loftus^ reported the results of a
Comprehensive Achievement Test which was given in March, 1937,
to all the pupils in grades four through six in eight activi-
ty and eight non-activity public schools in New York City.
This achievement test was developed for the experiment. It
was essential that subject-matter, skills, activities, atti-
tudes and ideals be represented in reasonable proportions, and
that knowledge, as such, not be tested by itself. It was
necessary to have a test that covered the ground of all types
of learning from spelling to character, from self-expression
to group solidarity and world cooperation. Results of this
test are as follows:
The results of this Comprehensive Achievement Test in-
dicate that the two groups were equal, as Judged by cri-
^ William A. McCall, John P. Herring, John J. Loftus,
"Measuring Achievement in Activity and Control Schools in New
York City," Teachers College Record 39: 423-31, February, 1938.
I
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terla of achievement thought to be acceptable to conser-
vatives and progressives alike. There was. It is true,
a slight difference favoring the control schools at the
time of this first measurement - a difference of one
onth of average New York City schooling. The control
had also the advantage in intelligence by the amount in
which mental age grows on the average in one month. The
•quality of these differences, when thus expressed as
grade intelligence was the necessary and sufficient cause
of the difference in achievement
In order to discover whether the achievement of the
activity and control groups would still appear to be approx-
imately the same if the pupils were more carefully matched in
their capacity to achieve, Wrights tone, Rechetnich, and Lof-
p
tuB examined extensive data. The Mc Call-Herring Comprehen-
sive Achievement Test which was administered in eight matched
activity and non-activity schools represented a combination
of subject-matter, skills, activities, attitudes, and ideals.
The results revealed a difference of 1.95 or .4 of a school
year in the average scores. This difference of average scores
is considered to be statistically significant. The authors
believed that:
This indicates that factors other than pure chance were
operating to Influence the superior results obtained by
the activity pupils. 'Riese factors, it is assumed, were
variable educational activities and practices in the two
types of schools. It would appear, then, that the acti-
vity practices for integrating and enriching the curricu-
lum have not detracted from the usually measured outcomes;
02. clt., p. 427.
2
J. Wayne Wrightstone, J. Rechetnich, and J. J. Loftus,
"Results of Comprehensive Achievement Test in Controlled Experi-
ment," Teachers College Record 39: 431-32, February, 1938.
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rather they hav| added Increased proficiency in other
major outcomes.
2WrlghtBtone, Rechetnich, McCall, and Loftus made a
comparison of activity and control schools upon selected
aspects of the actual social behavior of the pupils Involved.
A controlled observation technique was used. The social
performance factors which were tested include the following:
cooperative activities, critical activities, experimental
activities, leadership activities, recitational activities,
self-initiated activities, and work-spirit activities. From
the data gathered from thirty-two matched classes of activity
and non-activity elementary school pupils the writers came
to the following conclusions concerning the quantitative
analysis of various social performance factors:
In cooperative activities the activity and non-activity
pupils were almost on a par, engaging with equal frequen-
cy in defined cooperative activities in the classroom.
Critical activities were observed to occur with much
greater frequency in the activity classrooms, with the
difference in the two types of schools approaching statis-
tical significance. Experimental activities occurred
more often among activity pupils. There appears to b©
little difference in the frequency of leadership activi-
ties in both types of schools. In recitational activi-
ties, however, a greater frequency of activities was ob*
served for the non-activity classrooms. This differ-
ence does not approach statistical reliability. The
activity school pupils engaged in approximately twice
as many self-initiated activities as the non-activity
I
^ 0£. clt., p. 432.
p
J. W. WrlghtBtone, J. Rechetnich, William K. McCall,
and John J. Loftus, "Measuring Social Performance Factors in
Activity and Control Schools in New York City", Teachers Colleg<
Record, 41: 423-32, February, 1939.
it
school pupils, with the difference between the average
scores exceeding statistical significance.^
A qualitative analysis of these various social per-
formance factors was also made. A summary of the data in-
dicated that the activity classes were superior to the non-
activity classes in the quality of social performance factors,
2Jersild, Thorndike, Goldman, and Loftus confirmed the
superiority of the activity teaching. In a report made by
them in 1939, it was noted that the activity and control
groups differed with respect to a number of factors that were
studied by means of a method of direct observation. The
control groups surpassed the activity groups with respect to
the frequency of recitational activities of a question-and-
answer sort. The activity children showed higher frequencies
than the controls in critical activities, experimental activi-
ties, leadership activities, and self-initiated activities.
A study reported by Arthur and Catherine Jersild, Gold-
man, and Loftus^ in 19^1 was conducted in a limited sampling ,
of classes belonging to four pairs of schools, each pair in-
Op. cit., pp. 426-27.
2
A. T. Jersild, R. L. Thorndike, Bernard Goldman, and
John J. Loftus, "An Evaluation of Aspects of the Activity Pro-
gram in the New York City Public Elementary School." Journal
of Experimental Education 8: 166-207, December, 1939.
5 Arthur T. Jersild, Bernard Goldman, Catherine Jersild
and John J. Loftus, " A Comparative Study of the Daily Occupa-
tions of Pupils in "Activity" and "Non-Activity" SchoolsV Jour-
nal of Experimental Education 9t 295-302, June 1941.
(I
(
eluded an activity and a control school. These schools were
located In four of the five boroughs of New York. Direct ob-
servation was the method employed to get a record of the vari-
ous activities which the class as a whole, and which Individu-
als or groups were engaged In during the school day. A record
was also kept of the number of minutes given to each type of
work
.
It was found that the time spent by the whole class In
the control groups on more or less formal subject-matter ex-
ceeded by far the time devoted the same subjects In the activi-
ty classes. The time spent on social science, research and
study techniques, arts and craft work, and dramatics, was
considerably more In the activity classes. The results showed,
that while the activity pupils led the non-actlvlty children
In standardized tests on subject-matter skills, the differences
were not statistically significant. Results of a series of
tests In the social studies and In the natural sciences Indi-
cated that the activity children earned a higher score.
One of the many methods of measurement used In the
New York City experiment was a series of tests given In 1939
and reported by Jerslld, Thorndlke, Goldman, Wrlghtstone, and
Loftus."^ These tests were to measure the effectiveness of the
Arthur T. Jerslld, Robert L. Thorndlke, Bernard
Goldman, J. Wayne Wrlghtstone, John J. Loftus, "A Further
Comparison of Pupils In "Activity" and "Non-Actlvlty" Schools,"
Journal of Experimental Education 9: 303-9, June, 1941.
(
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activity program as dletennined by a series of tests by Wright-
stone which measure "Critical Thinking" in the Social Studies,
Knowledge of Current Affairs, Social Beliefs and Attitudes,
Personality Adjustment, Working Skills, Explaining Facts,
Applying Generalizations, and What Do You Believe. The four
|
latter tests were constructed by (Joldman and Wrlghtstone. I
jl Comparisons were made between children who represented
I seven activity and seven non-actlvlty schools which were
li
among eight pairs of schools Included In the study from the
|
I beginning. It was noted that the results of the tests on
J,
Working Skills, Explaining Facts, Applying Generalizations,
Current Events, What Do You Believe, and Personality showed
that the activity children earned higher scores on c»,ll the
I,
tests, with the exception of one. There was a zero differ-
ence In the results of one test. Applying Generalizations, and
[
a slight difference favoring the activity children In two of
the comparisons, Working Skills and Explaining Facts. The
differences between the averages was slight and none was
1
statistically reliable. In the light of the time spent on
i|
' the formal subjects the results seem to be significant.
I
Results were obtained on different forms of the Wright-
-
' stone tests from the thirteen pairs of schools . Comparisons
ii
II
based on class averages rather than on average scores of
matched pupils were higher for the activity pupils, although.
on the whole, the differences were not statistically reliable.
*
f
The authors stated thats
In the light of all the evidence that has accumulated
through the use of the tests involved in the present study,
it appoars that the enterprises undertaken by the activity
pupils enabled them to earn somewhat higher scores in
dealing with problems such as those involved in the
Wrightstone tests
As a result of the major survey of the Activity Program
in New York City in 19^-1941, the State Department of Educa-
tion recommended its gradual adoption in all the elementary
schools of the city. The new program was officially approved
Nov. 5, 19A1.
These investigations show the importance of many kinds
of activities. However, some educators believe that attention
must be given to the kinds of educative activities which child-
ren enjoy. These educators have recommended pupil interest as
a criterion of what should be included in the course of study.
There are two recent studies on the interest of pupils in their
activities
.
Jackson^ reported a study of the responses to a ques*
tionnaire containing one hundred type activities that have
been done and are being done in some social studies classes.
Five hundred thirty-eight boys and 469 girls were asked
to check the questionnaire. No attempt was made to differ-
92' p. 509.
p
Margaret M. Jackson, Children' a Interest in Activities
in Their Social Studies Classes ( Grade "VII ), Unpublished Mas-




•ntlate between the children of high or low ability, nor was
opportunity given for pupils to add other activities which
I
they had tried or hoped to try. The activities were listed
in eight categories; oral, written, visual, manual, meditative,
auditory, drawing, and general activities. In a summary of the
findings of the research study the following facts were out-
standing •
1. There is universal interest on the part of the
pupils in the activities that could be used in social
studies classes.
'
2. A large number of students had not had the oppor-
tunity to engage in many of the activities.
|
3. Boys were more inclined to think, they would like I
to try new activities than were the girls.
|
4. These seventh grade boys and girls showed a wide
range of interests
.
5. Listening activities were the most popular for
both sexes
.
6. The least popular for both were oral activities.? The oral activities that were popular were those
|
in which the student had had time for earlier preparation.
8 . Less than half the group had had opportunity to
jj
take part in debates, make a time line, take part in a
make believe radio program, dramatize scenes from history,
make an outline to help the class study or recite, or
act as chairman during a current event lesson.
In 1943, Lyons^ made an investigation to determine the
j
relative appeal of reading assignments. This study was based
on the results of an interest test which was given to three
,
hundred sixth grade pupils in greater Boston. One hundred
j
twenty-five pupils were in conservative schools where more
Jackson, o£. cit pp. 35-36.
2 Catherine L. Lyons, An Evaluation of the Relative
Appeal of Reading Assignments
,
Unpublished Master' a thesis,
Boston University, 1942, 62 pp.
II
formal methods were used. One hundred seventy-five were in
progressive schools where teaching was not as restricted. For
the purpose of her investigation Lyons classified the activi-
ties she was to evaluate in the following categories:
writing, talking, construction, going on excursions, reading
assignments without activities, and entertaining. From an
analysis of the reactions of the three hundred boys and girls,
the following conclusions were reached by the author:
1. The order of preference of children for the as-
signments tested was: (1) excursions; (2) no activity;
(3) construction; (4) entertaining; (5) talking; (6) wri-
ting.
2. The most conspicious difference, and the only sig-
nificant one, between the children of progressive schools
and those of conservative schools were for assignments
which involved talking.
3. Girls preferred written assignments more often
than boys.
4. Good readers preferred assignments involving
construction activities to a greater extent than poor
readers. In the other activities there was no distinction
between the interests of good readers and the interests
of poor readers.^
It has been shown by these studies that pupils are
interested in many activities. It has also been shown that
there are decided growths in achievement by using these activi^
ties. However, the importance of oral and written language
and the acquisition of knowledge is not lessened by these
findings of the surveys of the activity program, as there can
be no interpretation of knowledge without information.
Lyons, o£. cit . p. 45.
Ion 9Cf
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Lacey^ has stated that:
In a comprehensive testing program, no doubt, the test-
Ing of attitudes and appreciations Is most Important, but
checking factual Information has Its place. Specific
facts are basic to the gradual evolution of concepts and
generalizations
Although language has limitations It will continue to
be not only the chief Instrument of thought, but also the
principal means of communication. Hom^ has pointed out that:
Yet in spite of these limitations and difficulties,
language will doubtless continue to be, as in the past,
the chief means through which the student obtains know-
ledge of the conditions, developments, and problems of
society. This conclusion seems inevitable not alone
from a consideration of the nature of instruction in
schools; it is dictated as well by the fact that language
is the instrument of thought and the further fact that
social knowledge is preserved in books and in the minds
of men.^
Thus, the writer of this study has attempted to show
that a good balance of activities which Interpret facts is
important in the social studies. Because of the wide use of
history textbooks by teachers, it is necessary that many acti-
vities should be included in these books.
Joy M. Lacey, Teaching the Social Studies in the
Elementary School , Minneapolis, Minnesota: Burgees Publish-
ing Company, 19^1, 116 pp.
^ Ibid., p. 96.
5 Horn, 0£. cit . , 523 PP»
^ Ibid., p. 203.
t
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE USED IN THE STUDY
Definitions of terms used.
Purely verbal activity . The term purely verbal acti-
vity as used In this study refers to any activity which re-
quires only the use of oral, written, or printed words. The
purely verbal activities may be classified under the general
headings of oral, written, and reading activities.
Other activity . The term other activity may be ap-
plied to any activity which provides for the Interpretation
or presentation of facts. These activities may be classified
under the general headings of observation activities, construe
»
tlon activities, creative activities, pictorial and graphic
activities, exploratory activities, appreciation activities,
collecting activities, club activities, preparation of exhi-
bitions, and presentation of assemblies.
Classification of activities .
For the purposes of this study it was necessary to
make a definite classification of all the activities included
in fifth grade history textbooks. After a casual glance at
the books, it seemed obvious that the purely verbal activities
should be grouped imder oral, written, and reading. The








4. Questions involving experience














2. Reading for enjoyment
3. Reading to memorize
The activities which called for the Interpretation
or presentation of facts were grouped under other activities.
They were not given the title of non-verbal because in every

case some oral, written, or research work Is needed. The












I. Preparation of exhibitions
J. Presentation of assemblies
Sample Activities
of each item in the classification
In order that the reader might more clearly see what
the writer had In mind for each item in the classification,
sample activities are given below. These sample activities




Divide the class into nine groups of work
ers . Assign one topic to each group. To




Perhaps you have heard or read some stories
of frontier life that would interest the
class. Have one or two students relate
such stories.^
3. Discussion questions
Before you leave this study have at least
one round-table talk in class. Decide
why our country may now be called a full
grown nation . Be sure that each person
understands the meaning of the questions
which must still be answered in America.
^
4. Questions involving experience
What motion pictures have you seen which
give an idea of life in the Far West in
the early days?^
5. Planning and evaluating
Plan an Edward MacDowell program.^
6 • Games
Have a match like a spelling match, but
in this case make the stories of the col-
onies the subject. . . .6
^ James A. Woodburn, and Howard C. Hill, Early America
New York: Longman's, Green and Company, 1942. p. 213.
2 George E. Freeland, Edward E. Walker, Helen E. Wil-
liams, Americans Building
. Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1942. p. 130.
^ Edan McGuire, America Then and Now . New York: The
MacMillan Company, 1940. p. 411.
4
Freeland, o£. cit ., p. 131.
^ Ibid., p. 365.





Write an article for your local newspaper
telling about the unfortified boundary
between the United istates and Canada.
2. New-type tests
Number a sheet of paper from 1 to 7.
Read the first sentence below, and decide
which of the endings makes the sentence
true. . .
3. Outlining
Find out something about the way the Indi-
ans carried on war. Bring tp class an
outline for an oral composition on this
subject ,5
4. Listing
Make a list of things you would have liked
about pioneer life; of the things you
would not have liked.
^
5. Copying
Perhaps you can copy the first ten laws
passed by the people of Pennsylvania.
5
6. Imagination exercises
Imagine that it is 1700, and you are a
Mary G. Kelty, Life in Modem America . Boston;-
G-inn and Company, 1941. p. 29.
^ McG-uire, 0£. cit., p. 87.
^ Woodbum, ©2. cit., p. 295.
^ Kelty, 0£. cit ., p. 29.
Eugene C. Barker, Mabel R. G-rimm, and Matilda Hughes,
The Story of Colonial Times . New York: Row, Peterson and Com-
pany, 1937. p. 201.
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colonist who wishes to travel from Phila-
delphia to Boston, In what ways might
you make the journey?^
7. Yes or no questions
Did Smith do well on his iBap?^
Fact questions8.
What were the people called who came to
live north of the Pilgrims 73
9. Problem questions
Whom do you consider the most Important




Find out as much as you can about money
In colonial times and the different things
the colonists used for money.
^
2. Reading for enjoyment
Here Is a list of books In which you will
find Interesting stories about early Vir-
ginia. Become acquainted with several of
these books . Perhaps you can find others
of Interest in^your school or public libra*
ry or at home.
Gertrude Van Duyn Southworth and John Van Duyn
Southworth, Early Days in America. New York: Iroquois Pub>
llshing Company, Inc., 1936. p. 317.
2 Olive E. Smallidge and Frederic L. Paxson, Builders
of our Nation
. Boston: HOfughton Miflln Company, 1939. p. 95.
5 Ibid., p. 25.
4 Southworth, oj^* clt
. , p. 20.
^ Barker, £2. clt., p. 46.
^ Ibid., p. 44.
.i
3. Reading to memorize
Learn a Stephen Colllne Foster song, one
that you do not already know.-'-
II, Other Activities
A. Observation
Looking at the map, can you tell why farmers
in the South had more land and found it easier
to take their crops to market than people in
the middle and New England colonies?^
B. Construction
Malce a diorama or table scene to show a plan-
tation home. Read this and other stories and




Class exercise; With the help of your teacher
and the other children in your class, act out
the story of the return of the Polos.
^
D. Pictorial and Graphic
Paint a large mural to show how the cities de-
pend on the farms and the farms depend on the
cities,^
E. Exploratory
If possible, take a trip to see the process
of cultivating, of reaping, of threshing.
Freeland, £2. cit p. 365.
^ Barker, 0£. clt., p. 37*
McGuire, o^. clt
., p. 295.
^ Daniel J. Beeby, Joyce L. Hanna, and C. H. McClure,
Our Country . New York: Laidlaw Brothers, 1942. p. 25.
Kelty, 0£, clt., p. 96.




Get a copy of Uncle Tom* s Cabin and have your
teacher read parts of It to the class . Keep
In mind that It does not show slave conditions
on the best Southern plantations but on the
worst
G. Collecting
Find pictures to show bow the pilgrims and
the Crusaders dressed.
H. Clubs
If there is no Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals in your town, your school
might organize one,-^
I. Preparation of Exhibitions
Have an exhibit of machine-made articles of
today that are in good taste
J. Presentation of Assemblies
In Tucker and Ryan's Historical Plays of Colo-
nial Days there are two plays which can easily
be performed in classroom or assembly hall:
"How the Indians Planted Powder" and "A Christ-
mas Tree in New England."^
Difficulties of the Study
The writer encountered many difficulties in the at-
tempt to classify the activities found in fifth grade history
textbooks. Some questions which appeared at first to be prob-




2 Woodbum, op. cit.
,
p. 22.
3 Kelty, 0£ • cit
. , p. 227.
4 Kelty, op
• » P» 173.
5 Woodbum, op. cit. p. 231.

lem questions were found to be fact questions when an examin-
ation of the text revealed definite answers . Yes or no ques-
tions were not recorded as such when the pupil was asked to
give his reasons for an answer. Moreover, parts of some ex-
ercises were concerned with one activity and other parts of
the same exercises seemed to fit into another classification.
For example: "Read some books on Cortez and make pictures of
explorations.** This exercise was put under research and pic-
torial and graphic representation. If, however, an activity
could be classified under two headings, but one was definitely
a minor classification, the activity was only grouped under
the major classification. An example of this is as follows:
*'Reread the story of Daniel Boone to write a story of the set-
tling of Boonesborough." This would be put under essay type.
An endeavor was made to be consistent throughout.
BOOKS USED IN THE STUDY
Ten fifth grade history textbooks were chosen for this
study. All of the questions and activities found at the end
of chapters and units, and under pictures, maps, and diagrams
in each book were analyzed and classified according to the
outline which has been given.
The ten books chosen for this study are as follows:
Barker, Eugene C, Grimm, Mabel R., and Hughes, Matilda.
The Story of Colonial Times . New York: Row, Peter-
son and Company, 1937.
Beeby, Daniel J., Hanna, Joyce L., and McClure, C. H. Our
Country . New York: Laldlaw Brothers, 19A-2.

Burnham, Smltn, ana Jack, Ttieodore H. The Story or America
for Young Americans. Pftiladelphla: John C. Winston
Company, 1932.
Freeland, George E., Walker, Edward E., and Williams, Helen E.
America's Building . Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1942.
Kelty, Mary Gr. Life in Modem America . Boston: Ginn and
Company, 1941.
McGuire, Edan. America Then and Now. New York: The MacMll-
lan Company, 194U.
Sherwood, Henry N. Makers of the New World . New York: Bobbs-
Merrill Company, 193^.
Smallidge, Olive E., and Paxson, Frederic L. Builders of Our
Nation. Boston: Houghton Mlflln Company, 1939.
Southworth, Gertrude Van Duyn, and Southworth, John Van Duyn.
Early Days in America . New York: Iroquois Publishing
Company, Inc., 19^6.
Woodburn, James A., and Hill, HOfward C- Early America . New
York : Longman ' s , Green and Company, 1942.

CHAPTER IV
• ANALYSIS OF DATA
The lollowlng tables present the data on the classifi-
cation of the activities In the ten history books used In this
study.
Table I-A shows the numerical distribution of the
activities found at the end of chapters and under maps, pic-
tures, and diagrams classified under the sub-dlvlslon of Oral.
There were 508 activities at the end of chapters and under
maps, pictures, and diagrams classified under Oral. Of these^
333 were classified under Discussion questions. Eighty-three
were claeslfled under Reports. Thirty-six were classified
under Stories. Thirty-six were classified under Questions
involving experience. Sixteen were classified under Planning




^TUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE VERBAL ACTIVITIES AT THE END OF











1 10 2 0 3 0 1 16
2 8 3 1 0 0 0 12
3 2 1 77 0 0 0 80
4 13 11 15 10 1 1 51
5 5 0 221 16 4 1 247
6 4 5 4 0 0 0 13
7 12 5 4 5 0 1 27
8 15 3 6 1 11 0 36
9 2 2 2 0 0 0 6
10 12 4 3 1 0 0 20
Total 83 36 333 36 16 4 508
Il
Table II-A shows the numerical distribution of the
aotlTlties found at the end of chapters and under maps, pic-
tures, and diagrams classified under the sub-dlvision of Writ-
ten Activities.
There were 1,146 activities at the end of chapters
and under maps, pictures, and diagrams classified under Writ-
ten Activities, Of these, 400 were classified under Problem
questions. Three hundred forty-three were classified under
Fact questions. One hundred forty-two were classified under
New-type tests. Ninety-nine were classified under Listing.
Eighty-eight were classified under Essay questions. Thirty-
four were classified under Imagination exercises. Twenty were
classified under Outlining. Eighteen were classified under
Yes or no questions. Two were classified under Copying.

TABLE 1 1-A
l^TUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE VERBAL ACTIVITIES AT THE END OF
















































1 9 1 0 9 2 5 2 56 44 128
2 17 0 0 10 0 0 0 68 14 109
3 6 0 0 3 0 4 0 30 62 105
4 13 0 0 27 0 6 0 24 68 138
5 2 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 41 60
6 5 18 1 3 0 1 0 48 0 76
7 25 2 2 7 0 3 1 29 66 135
8 1 31 16 12 0 0 15 58 93 226
9 5 29 0 0 0 4 0 14 6 58
10 5 61 1 11 0 11 0 16 6 111
Total 88 142 20 99 2 34 18 343 400 1146
1—
—
Table III-A shows the numerical distribution of the
activities found at the end of chapters and under maps, pic-
tures, and diagrams classified under the sub-dlvlsion of Read-
ing Activities.
There were 193 activities at the end of chapters and
under maps, pictures, and diagrams classified under Reading
Activities. Of these, 125 were classified under Research
activities. Slxty-flve were classified under Reading for en-
joyment. Three were classified under Reading to memorize.
TABLE III-A
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE VERBAL ACTIVITIES AT THE END OF









1 16 10 0 26
2 3 6 0 9
3 8 15 2 25
4 8 2 1 11
5 29 0 0 29
6 17 10 0 27
7 14 2 0 16
8 23 14 0 37




Total 125 65 3 193
1
Table IV-A shows the numerical distribution or the:
activities found at the end of chapters and under maps, pic-
tures, and diagrams classified under the sub-division of Other
activities
.
There were 632 activities at the end of chapters and
under maps, pictures, and diagrams classified under Observa-
tion. One hundred twenty-seven were classified under Pictorial
and graphic. Ninety-two were classified under Exploratory.
Ninety-one were classified under Collecting. Fifty-nine were:
olassified under Creative. Fifty-three were classified under
Construction. Thirty-six were classified under Appreciation.
Fifteen were classified under Preparation of exhibitions. Fif-
teen were classified under Presentation of assemblies. Four
!
were classified under Clubs.
% IT'
TABLS IV-A
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVITIES OTHER THAN PURELY VERBAL











































1 20 5 (J 16 1 7 0 5 1 63
2 7 7 5 6 3 0 8 0 2 0 38
3 7 3 0 8 1 2 2 0 0 0 23
4 23 2 4 8 5 10 6 3 2 1 64
5 26 3 0 9 54 9 31 1 1 5 39
6 9 7 7 11 19 8 8 0 4 1 74
7 28 7 5 25 1 2 3 0 0 0 71
8 4 11 10 25 4 1 2 0 0 2 59
9 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
10 6 8 19 19 4 4 24 0 1 5 90
Total 140 53 59 127 92 36 91 4 15 15 632

Table V-A shows the numerical distribution of all the
activities found at the end of chapters and under maps, pic-
tures, and diagrams classified under the main divisions:- Oral;
Written; Reading; and Other activities.
There were 2,479 activities at the end of chapters and
under maps, pictures, and diagrams. Of these, 1,146 were clas-
sified under Written activities. Six hundred thirty-two were
classified under Other activities. Five hundred eight were
classified under Oral activities. One hundred ninety-three
were classified under Reading activities.
TABLE V-A
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE ACTIVITIES AT THE END OF CHAPTERS
AND UNDER MAPS, PICTURES, AND DIAGRAMS UNDER
THE MAIN CLASSIFICATIONS
Book Oral Written Reading
Other
activities Total
1 16 128 26 63 233
2 12 109 9 38 168
3 80 105 25 23 233
4 51 138 11 64 264
5 247 60 29 139 475
6 13 76 27 74 190
7 27 135 16 71 249
8 36 226 37 59 358
9 6 58 3 11 78
10 20 111 10 90 231
Total 508 1146 193 632 2479
V
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Table VI-A shows the numerical distribution of the
Verbal activities and the Activities other than purely verbal
which were found under maps, pictures, and diagrams in the ten
history textbooks.
There was a total of 2,479 activities. Of these, 1,847
were classified under Verbal activities. Six hundred thirty-
two were classified under Activities other than purely verbal.
TABLE VI-A
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE VERBAL ACTIVITIES AND THE




1 170 63 233
2 130 38 168
3 210 23 233
4 200 64 264
5 336 139 475
6 116 74 190
7 178 71 249
8 299 59 358
9 67 11 78
10 141 90 231
Total 1647 652 2479
(I
r-
Table I-B shows the percentage distribution of the
verbal activities at the end of chapters and under maps, pic-
tures, and diagrams classified as Oral activities. There
were 508 activities at the end of chapters and under maps,
pictures, and diagrams classified as Oral activities. Under
Discussion questions were classified 65.55 per cent of the
activities classified as Oral activities. Under Reports were
classified 16.3^ per cent of the activities classified as Oral
activities. Under Stories were classified 7.09 per cent of
the activities classified as Oral activities. Under Questions
involving experience were classified 7.09 per cent of the acti-
vities classified as Oral activities. Under Planning and eval-
uating were classified 3.15 per cent of the activities classi-
fied as Oral activities. Under Games were classified 0.78 per
cent of the activities classified as Oral activities.
I
TABLE I-B
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE VERBAL ACTIVITIES AT THE END OF











1 62.50 12.50 0 18.75 0 6.25
2 66.67 25.00 8.33 0 0 0
3 2.50 1.25 96.25 0 0 0
4 25.49 21.57 29.41 19.61 1.96 1.96
5 2.02 0 89.47 6.48 1.62 0.41
6 30.76 38.46 30.76 0 0 0
7 44.44 18.52 14.82 18,52 0 3.70
8 41.67 8.33 16.66 2.27 30.56 0
9 33.33 33.33 33.33 0 0 0
10 60.00 20.00 15.00 5.00 0 0




Table II-B shows the percentage distribution of the
verbal activities at the end of chapters and under maps, pic-
tures, and diagrams classified as Written activities. There
were 1,146 activities at the end of chapters and under maps,
pictures, and diagrams classified as Written activities. Under
Problem questions were classified 34.90 per cent of the acti-
vities classified as Written activities. Under Fact questions
were classified 29.93 per cent of the activities classified
as Written activities. Under New-type tests were classified
12.39 per cent of the activities classified as Written activi-
ties. Under Listing were classified 8.64 per cent of the acti-
vities classified as Written activities. Under Essay questions
were classified 7.68 per cent of the activities classified as
Written activities. Under Imagination exercises were classi-
fied 2.97 per cent of the activities classified as Written
activities. Under Outlining were classified 1.75 per cent of
the activities classified as Written activities. Under Yes
of no questions were classified 1.57 per cent of the activities
classified as Written activities. Under Copying were classi-
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1 7.03 0.78 0 7.03 1.56 3.90 1.56 43.76 34.38
2 15.60 0 0 9.17 0 0 0 62.39 12.84
3 5.71 0 0 2.86 0 3.81 0 28.57 59.05
4 9.42 0 0 19.56 0 4.35 0 17.39 49.28
5 3.33 0 0 28.33 0 0 0 0 68.34
6 6.58 23.68 1.31 3.95 0 1.31 0 63.16 0
7 18,51 1.48 1.48 5.18 0 2.22 0.74 21.51 48.88
8 0.48 13.71 7.07 5.31 0 0 6.63 25.66 41.19
9 8.62 50.00 0 0 0 6.90 0 24.41 10.34
10 4.50 54.96 0.90 9.91 0 9.91 0 14.41 5.41
Total 7.68 12.39 1.75 8.64 0.17 2.97 1.57 29.93 34.90

Table III-B shows the percentage distribution of the
activities found at the end of chapters and under maps, pic-
tures, and diagrams classified as Reading actiyities. There
were 193 activities at the end of chapters and under naps,
pictures, and diagrams classified as Reading activities. Under
Research activities were classified 64.77 per cent of the acti-
vities classified as Reading activities. Under Reading for
enjoyment were classified 33.68 per cent of the activities
classified as Reading activities. Under Reading to memorize




PERCENTAOE DISTRIBUTION OF THE VERBAL ACTIVITIES AT THE END OF









1 61.54 38.46 0
2 33.33 66.67 0
3 32.00 60.00 8.00
4 72.73 18.18 9.09
5 100.00 0 0
6 62.96 37.04 0
7 87.50 12.50 0
8 62.16 37.84 0
9 100.00 0 0
10 40.00 60.00 0









Table IV- B shows the percentage distribution of actlvl*
ties other than purely verbal activities classified under
their various headings. There were 632 activities at the end
of chapters and under maps, pictures, and diagrams classified
as Other activities. Under Observation were classified 21.15
per cent of the activities classified as Other activities.
I
Under Pictorial and graphic were classified 20.09 per cent
of the activities classified as Other activities. Under Ex-
ploratory were classified 14,56 per cent of the activities
classified as Other activities. Under Collecting were classi-
fied 14,40 per cent of the activities classified as Other
'I
activities. Under Creative were classified 9.34 per cent of
the activities classified as Other activities. Under Construc-
tion were classified 8.39 per cent of the activities classi-
fied as Other activities. Under Appreciation were classified
5.70 per cent of the activities classified as Other activities.
Under Preparation of exhibitions were classified 2.37 per cent
of the activities classified as Other activities. Under Pres-
entation of assemblies were classified 2.37 per cent of the
activities classified as Other activities. Under Clubs were
classified 0.64 per cent of the activities classified as Other
activities
.




PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVITIES OTHER THAN PURELY VERBAL ACTIVITIES














































1 31.74 7.93 12.69 25.39 1.58 0 11.11 0 7.93 1.58
2 18.42 18.42 13.16 15.79 7.90 0 21.05 0 5.26 0
3 30.43 13.04 0 34.78 4.35 8.70 8.70 0 0 0
4 35.94 3.13 6.25 12.50 7.81 15.63 9.38 4.69 3.13 1.56
5 18.71 2.16 0 6.47 38.85 6.47 22.30 0.72 0.72 3.60
6 12.16 9.46 9.46 14.86 25.68 10.81 10.81 0 5.41 1.35
7 39.44 9.86 7.04 35.21 1.41 2.82 4.23 0 0 0
8 6.78 18.64 16.95 42.37 6.78 1.68 3.39 0 0 0
9 90.91 0 9.09 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 6.67 8.89 21.11 21.11 4.44 4.44 26.67 0 1.11 5.56
Total 21.15 a. 39 9.34 20.09 14.56 5.70 14.40 0.64 2.37 2.37

Table V-B shows the percentage distribution of the
activities at the end of chapters and under maps, pictures
,
and diagrams under the main classifIcatlons : Oral; Written;
Reading; and Other activities. There were 2,479 activities
at the end of chapters and under maps, pictures, and diagrams.
Under Written activities were classified 20.49 per cent of all
the activities. Under Other activities were classified 25.49
per cent of all the activities . Under Oral activities were
classified 20.49 per cent of all the activities. Under Reading
activities were classified 7.79 per cent of all the activities.

TABLE V-B
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ACTIVITIES AT THE END OF CHAPTERS
AND UNDER MAPS, PICTURES, AND DIAGRAMS UNDER
THE MAIN CLASSIFICATIONS




1 6.87 54.93 11.16 27.04
2 7.14 64.88 5.36 22.63
3 34.33 45.06 10.73 9.87
4 19.32 52.27 4.17 , 24.24
5 52.00 12.63 6.11 29.26
6 6.84 40.00 14.21 38.95
7 10.84 54.22 6.43 28.51
8 10.06 63.13 10.34 16.48
9 7.69 74.36 3.85 14.10
10. 8.66 48.05 4.33 38.96
Total 20.49 46.22 7.79 25.49
4
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Table VI-B shows the percentage distribution of the
Verbal activities and the Activities other than purely verbal
which were found under maps, pictures, and diagrams in the ten
history textbooks. There was a total of 2,479 activities.
Under Verbal activities were classified 74.51 per cent of all
the activities. Under Activities other than purely verbal were
classified 25.49 per cent of all the activities.
TABLE VI-B
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE VERBAL ACTIVITIES AND THE
















Table VII shows the numerical and percentage distribu-
tions of the total number or activities In the ten books under
the main classifications: Oral; Written; Reading; and Other
activities. There were two thousand four hundred seventy-nine
activities In the ten books used In the study. Of these, one
thousand one hundred forty-six, or 46.22 per cent, were classi-
fied as Written. Six hundred thirty-two, or 25.49 per cent,
were classified as Other activities. Five hundred eight, or
20,49 per cent, were classified as Oral activities. One hun-




THE NUMERICAL AND THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE TOTAL


















This study was undertaken for the following purposes:
(1) to determine to what extent fifth grade history textbooks
provide for purely verbal activities and for other activities;
(2) to make a comparison between the kinds of activities.
The term purely verbal activity as used In this study
refers to any activity which requires only the use of oral,
written, or printed words. The purely verbal activities may
be classified under the general headings of oral, written,
and reading activities.
The term other activity may be applied to any activity
which provides for the interpretation or presentation of facts
These activities may be classified under the general headings
of observation activities, construction activities, creative
activities, pictorial and graphic activities, exploratory
activities, appreciation activities, collecting activities.
Club activities, preparation of exhibitions, and presentation
of assemblies.
Ten fifth grade history textbooks were selected for
this study. Care was taken to obtain recent books from differ-
ent publishing houses. A classification was made of all the
activities found in these books. The classification Included
purely verbal activities and other activities.
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The conclusions are as follows:
1. The study showed that there were two thousand four
hundred seventy-nine activities in the ten history
textbooks
,
2. There were one thousand eight hundred forty-seven
activities classified as Verbal activities. Of
these, five hundred eight were classified as Oral
activities. One thousand one hundred forty-six
were classified as Written activities. One hundred
ninety-three were classified as Reading activities.
3. There were six hundred thirty-two activities clas-
sified as Other activities.
4. Of the total activities, 74.51 per cent were clas-
sified as Verbal activities. Of these, 20.49 per
cent were classified as Oral activities. 46.22 per
cent were classified as Written activities. 7.79
per cent were classified as Reading activities.
5. Of the total activities 25.49 per cent were classi-
fied as Other activities.
Research studies, psychologists, and educators agree
on the importance of using Activities other than Purely verbal
activities. Furthermore, textbook investigations have revealed
that textbooks determine the goals and the method of instruc-
tion in the social studies. Because of this factor it seems
reasonable to assume that the activities which appear, in fifth
grade history textbooks are those which are being used by teach-
.0 J'iLii
s
era. Although the average per cent for the Activities other
j
than purely verbal Is 25.49 per cent, Table VI-B shows that the
range of per cents for the Other activities Is from 9.87 per
cent to 38.96 per cent. In the light of the evidence which has
been given concerning the Importance of the Other activities,
it Is the opinion of the writer that most. If not all, of the
books need some additional activities so that the pupils can
! Interpret or represent their facts In some manner other than In
I
a purely verbal fashion. There were two books which showed per
cents of 38.95 and 38.96 for the Activities other than purely




The results of this study and of Investigations exam-
ined by the writer leave questions which might arise in the
minds of teachers. These questions form the basis for further
) research. It would be Interesting to ascertain the activities
which are liked by children at each grade level. A study might
also be made to show at what age level the activities are most
effective. It might be valuable to some teachers to know what
activities are best suited to the slow learners. A further
ji
[ study could be made to find the activities which are best suited
to the enrichment of superior pupils. The relative importance
of activities is another topic which could be used for a re-
ii
II
; search paper. Furthermore, the construction of tests which
i
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